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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many transfer theorems have been proved and applied to finite group theory 
so far. These are divided into several types. The transfer theorems of first type 
follow from results about fusion by applying the focal subgroup theorem. 
Burnside’s theorem [13, Hauptsatz 4.2.61, Griin’s second theorem [13, Satz 4.3.71, 
Alperin’s theorem [l, Theorem 4.21, etc. belong to this type. The second are 
proved by the methods of Griin and Wielandt ([13, Satz 4.8.11). Theorems of 
this type are proper to transfer theory. Griin’s first theorem [13, Satz 4.3.41, 
Wielandt’s theorem [13, Satz 4.8.11, Hall-Wielandt’s theorem [IO, Theorem 
14.4.21, etc. belong to this type. The third are theorems which are proved 
without using the methods of Griin and Wielandt. For example, [7, Proposition 
4.41 and the following result are of this type: If P is a weakly closed subgroup of 
a Sylow psubgroup of a finite group G, then sZ,(Z(P)) n G’ = Q&Z(P)) n 
N,(P)‘. (This was first proved by G. Zappa probably.) The transfer theorems 
of fourth type are the well-known Thompson transfer lemma and its refinements. 
Harada’s lemma [I 1, Section 41 also is of this type. Furthermore, L. Schifelbusch 
obtained recently some more generalized theorems in his paper [15]. There are 
some transfer theorems of other type, that is, results about conjugacy functors 
which control transfer [7] and transfer theorems in cohomology theory of groups. 
But these shall be not studied in this paper. 
Now, in the proofs of these transfer theorems, transfer homomorphisms play 
an important part. But the calculation of the ordinary transfer homomorphism 
is troublesome in general, and therefore we introduce character-theoretic transfer 
defmed as follows. For a finite group G and a subgroup H of G, we define the 
character-theoretic transfer TG = THG: I? + CI? by F(h) = det(hG + lHG) 
for all h E A. Elementary properties of induced representations yield some basic 
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properties of character-theoretic transfer. For example, a character-theoretic 
transfer is a homomorphism and to tell the truth, it is the dual of the ordinary 
transfer. The most important properties are Mackey decomposition (Lemma 2.3) 
and Tate-Thompson’s theorem (Lemma 2.4) which are proved in Section 2. 
The character-theoretic transfer is much easier to handle than the ordinary 
transfer. Character theory supports it, too. Moreover, the method in this paper 
suggests the generalizations of some transfer theorems in cohomology theory of 
groups and the proofs of some transfer theorems without using transfer [ 191. 
Now, we give only one of the transfer theorems proved in Section 4. 
THEOREM 4.2. If a Sylow p-subgroup P of a jkite group G has no quotient 
group isomorphic to Z, { Z, , then P n G’ = P n N,(P)‘. 
Of course, this theorem is a generalization of Wielandt’s transfer theorem. 
The proof is essentially the dual of the proof by Wielandt of his theorem. But a 
little improvement give the above theorem. The chief point of the proof of this 
theorem is the concept of singularities. Using the properties of singularities 
which are studied in Section 3, we can prove many transfer theorems of Wielandt 
type. 
The purpose of Section 5 is the study of fusion of 2-elements in the com- 
mutator subgroup of a finite group and particularly the generalizations of 
Thompson’s transfer lemma, in which character calculation is more useful than 
the ordinary and character-theoretic transfers. 
Section 6 is a collection of examples, which shall probably serve as a good 
references for applications. 
Our notation and terminology in this paper are almost standard and follow 
that of [9]. The notation G and p denote always a finite group and a prime, 
respectively. All characters are ordinary. For a character x of a finite group G, 
the determinant of x is defined by (det x)(y) = det(p(y)), where p is a matrix 
representation with character x. Then det x is a linear character of G. We extend 
the definition of det to generalized characters, so det is a homomorphism of the 
additive group of generalized characters to the multiplicative group of linear 
characters. Note that for two generalized characters x and 0, det($) = 
(det x)e(det O)d, where d = x(l), e = 8(l). Next, let H, G be finite groups and 
let (G, .Q) be a permutation representation of G. Let Map@, H) be the set of all 
mapping of Q to H. For f, g E Map(Q, H) and x E G, define fg and f 2 by (fg)(i) = 
f (i)g(i) and f “(i) = f (xi) for every i E 52. Then Map@, H) is a group on which G 
acts. It is clearly isomorphic to the direct product of / 52 1 copies of H. The 
semidirect product of Map@ H) by G is denoted by H l G and alled a wreath 
product constructed by the permutation representation (G, Q). The normal 
subgroup Map@, H) is called the base subgroup of H 2 G. Unless otherwise 
noted, H \ G is one constructed by the regular permutation representation of G. 
In particular, Z, 2 Z, is isomorphic to a Sylow p-subgroup of the symmetric 
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group of degree pa. If G is a group and K 4 H < G, then there exists a homo- 
morphism of G to the wreath product (H/K) 2 (G/H,) constructed by the per- 
mutation representation (G/H, , G/H), where H, is the intersection of all 
conjugates of H. The kernel of this homomorphism is the intersection of all 
conjugates of K. If H/K is cyclic, then there is a homomorphism X of H to C*, 
the multiplicative group of the complex field, with kernel K. Thus (H/K) 2 (G/H,) 
is isomorphic to a subgroup of the monomial group C* 1 (G/H,) < GL( 1 G : H I, 
C), and so we have a monomial representation G -+ GL(] G : H j, C). Note that 
this representation coincides with the induced representation XG. 
In addition we shall use the following notation. For subsets X, Y of a group, 
we set Xr = (zcy 1 x E X, y E Y} and Xr = {Xv 1 y E Y}. This notation differs 
from that of [9]. The set of all linear characters of G is denoted by & or G”. For 
any normal subgroup N of G, any element of (G/N)” is regarded as an element 
of G. For any subgroup A of G, we set A = (x E G 1 X(x) = 1 for all X E A}. 
This is called the annihilator of A. We denote a unique Sylow p-subgroup of G 
by G, or GA,. We set G’(p) = Op(G) G’ and G%’ = @(G mod G’(p)). The 
annihilators of G, and Qr(G,) are G’(p) and GPG’, respectively. For a p-group 
P, Q*(P) denotes the intersection of subgroups of index p2. For subsets or 
elements A, B of a group and an integer II, [A, B; n] is defined by [A, B; O] = A, 
[A, B; n] = [[A, B; n - 11, B] inductively. A N B means that A and B are 
conjugate each other. 2, is a cyclic group of order p. 
2. CHARACTER-THEORETIC TRANSFER 
In this section, we shall study some basic properties of character-theoretic 
transfer. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For H < G and 8 E ch H, we set 
TG(0) = THG(0) = det(BG - e(l) lHG). 
The mapping TG: ch H + G is called a character-theoretic transfer. If there is 
no danger of confusion we shall denote the restrictions of TG to subgroups of 
r? C ch H by the same notation. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let H < G and 8, 0, , O2 E ch H. Then the folloeaing hold: 
(1) TG(B) = TG(det 0). 
(2) TG(@XJ = TG(Ol)d~TG(&Jdl, where di = e,(l). 
In particular, TG It is a homomorphism of Z? to &. 
(3) If H < K < G, then TKG(T#(S)) = THG(B). 
(4) If x E ch G, then TG(,y lH) = (det x)Io:Hl. 
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Proof. We shall first prove (1). We may assume that 0 is a character of H, 
since TG is immediately a homomorphism of the additive group of generalized 
characters to the multiplicative group of linear characters of G. Let p be a matrix 
representation of H with character 6 and degree d. We extend the definition of p 
to all of G by setting p(y) equal to the d x d O-matrix for all y in G - H. Let 
xi , 1 < i < n, be a complete set of right coset representatives of H in G. Then 
the induced representation pG: G -+ GL(nd, C) is defined by the rule 
PG(Y) = (P(xiYx;lN, y E G. 
Thus pG(y) is an rz x 1z matrix of blocks whose (i, j)-th entry is the d x d matrix 
p(xiyx;‘). See [9, 4.41. 
Let y E G. For each i, there is a unique coset Hxi containing x#y. If j # i, 
then p(x,yx;‘) = 0. Thus it follows that 
(det pG>(r) = (wWd n detWoG’))~ 
I 
where sgn = det 1 HG. Replacing p by det p, we have that 
(det(det P>~)(Y) = w(y) n W(det P)(x~Yx?)) * 
= w-0) n (det PKx~YG’) 
= (sgn(y)):-d (det pG)(y). 
Thus by the definition of TG, we have that TG(B) = Tc(det 19). 
The remainder of this lemma follow from (1) and the fact that det(8,fQ = 
(det Qda(det ezp, (ey = eG, (x IH)o = x . lHG. 
LEMMA 2.3 (Mackey decomposition). (1) Let H, K < G and A E I?. Let R 
be a complete set of representatives of (H, K)-double cosets in G and set K, = 
K n Hg, A, = A@ lx, for each g in R. Then 
TV) JR = n: T,). 
wR 
(2) Let H < G, x E G and h E I?. Let R be a complete set of representatives 
of (H, <x))-double cosets in G and set e, = 1 (x) : (x> n Hg ) for each g in R. Then 
To(A)(x) = l-I h(gxQg-1). 
#ER 
Proof. By the Mackey decomposition theorem ([13, V. 16.9]), 
hG IJr = c hgK, lHG IR = c G# * 
B B 
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So (1) follows from this and the definition. Next, let K = (x). We define Kg 
and I\, as in (1). Then e, = 1 K : K, 1 for each g in R. Let g E R. Since K is 
cyclic, K has a character pI such that pV Ix, = A, . Thus Tr(&) = &%I = ~2 
by Lemma 2.2(4). Since XQ E K, , (2) follows from (1). The lemma is proved. 
COROLLARY 2.3.1. Let H < G, x E G and h E I?. Assume that TG(X)(x) # 1. 
Then (x)~ n H $ Ker A. 
(For the notation (x)~, see Section 1.) 
COROLLARY 2.3.2. A character-theoretic transfer is the dual of an ordinary 
transfer. 
The proofs of these corollaries are easy. Lemma 2.3 and the first corollary 
shall be frequently used after this. In view of Corollary 2.3.2, this lemma is 
comparable to [2, XII Proposition 9.11. 
In order to translate results given by the use of character-theoretic transfer 
to results about groups, we need some basic properties of abelian groups and 
the dual groups. In the remainder of this paper, we use the following notation. 
Let X be a finite group and let Y be a subgroup of X. Then we shall denote 
the restriction homomorphism X -+ Y by RyX or simply R, . For any subgroup 
A of X, we set Al = (x E X 1 X(x) = 1 for any X E A}. (This is called the anni- 
hilator of A). XD denotes a unique Sylow p-subgroup of k RyX 12, and TYx 1 p, 
are again denoted by R,X and T/. We set X’(p) = X0*(X). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let H be a subgroup of G of index prime to a prime p. Then the 
following hold: 
(1) The composition TG o RH: G, + fig + e, is an isomorphism and 
Ifi, = (Im RH) x (Ker TG). Furthermore, H n G’( p)/H’( p) is a direct factor 
of WV ~1. 
(2) Let L be a subgroup of H n G’(p) containing H’(p). Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) L = H n G’(p). 
(b) ThereisnoeZemeuthofZ?suchthatIhI =p, To(X)=l,undL< 
Ker A. 
(3) Let P be a p-subgroup of H and assume that P n H’H’ < K < P n 
G%“. Then there exists X E Z? such that I h I = p, To(h) = 1, K < Ker A, and 
AI, # 1. 
Proof. Set R = Rn and T = TG. By Lemma 2.2(4), T(R(p)) = $G:HI for 
each p E GD . Since I G : H I * is p rime top, we have that T o R is an isomorphism. 
Thus R is a monomorphism, T is an epimorphism and Im R n Ker T = 1. 
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Since Im R s G, g fi,/Ker T, we have that l?= = Im R x Ker T. The 
remainder of (1) follows from the duality theorem of abelian groups and the 
fact that (Im R)’ = H 17 G’(p). Next, it follows from the duality theorem that 
(a) of (2) is equivalent to (Im R)I = L and also to Im R = (H/L)“. Since 
Im R n Ker T = 1, (2) holds. Finally, suppose (3) false. Set A = (H/HpH’K)^ 
and M = R(121(~,)), th en M < A, and so A = (Ker T n A)&?. Since P < 
(A n Ker T)I, we have that P n GW < (A n Ker T)‘- n Ml = 
((A n Ker T)M)’ = Al. Thus P n G%’ < P n KHPH’ = K, a contradiction 
The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.5. (Tate-Thompson [17]). Let H be a subgroup of G of index 
prime top and K is a subgroup of H n G’( p). Assume that H n GW = HPH’K. 
Then the following hold: 
(1) Hn G’(p) = H’(p)K. 
(2) If K is nornd in H and K < Op(G), then H n 09(G) = Op(H)K. 
Proof. (1) We may assume that K contains H’(p). Set A = (H/K)^. The 
assumption of this lemma is equivalent to the fact that 121(R,,c(~,)) = .C21(A). 
Thus Qr(R,(G,)) n Ker TG = Qr(A) n Ker TG = 1 by Lemma 2.4, and so 
A n Ker TG = 1. Since K is contained in H n G’(p), A contains RH(eD). 
Hence the statement follows directly from Lemma 2.4(l). 
(2) This is proved by a method similar to that in [17]. Use [5, Theorem 51 
for [17, Lemma 21. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let H be a subgroup of G of index prim top and 1etL be a subgroup 
of H n G’(p) containing H’(p). Then L = H n G’(p) ;f and only if for each 
g E G and each linear character h of H of orderp such that TG(h) = 1 and Ker X > L, 
Proof. For each g E G, we define the mapping 4,: gD --f fi9 by 
Co: CL - TH(pg-’ Id for all /* E BP , 
whereK=HnHg.Let@=RHGoTH o. Then #* and @ are endomorphisms 
of fiP . It follows from Lemma 2.2 that for all g E G and all p E fi, , 
where K = H n HQ. We shall use additive notation on the abelian group I?D . 
Then (1) is rewritten by 
@+Q=+Q@=jH:HnHQI@ for ail g E G. (2) 
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Let G = Ci Hg,H be a decomposition of G to (H, H)-double cosets. Set 
n = 1 G : H j, Ki = H-n Hg. and ri = 1 H: Ki / for each i. Furthermore, 
we set A = @ - nI and & 2 4V, - rJ for each i. Since n = xi ri , Mackey 
decomposition (Lemma 2.3) yields that 
A =x2$. 
By (2), we have that for each i, 
ASi = 6,A = --nsi. (4) 
Now, it follows from (3) that Ker a >, ni Ker Si . Conversely, (4) implies that 
n G,(Ker A) = 0 for each i. Since n is prime to p, Ker A < Ker a1 for each i. 
Hence 
Ker A = f-j Ker Si . (5) 
I 
The lemma follows easily from (5), Lemma 2.4(2), and the fact that Ker THc n 
Ker A = 1. The lemma is proved. 
3. SINGULARITIES 
This section is the preparation for the next section in which we shall obtain 
some transfer theorems by the use of the character-theoretic transfer. The main 
object in this section is to study transfer for p-groups. 
Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G and let N be a subgroup of G containing P. 
A typical example of transfer theorems is whether P n G’ = P n N’ or not. 
Suppose 
PnG’fPnN’. (1) 
By the Tate-Thompson theorem (Lemma 2.5), this is equivalent to the fact that 
N n G%’ # NrN’. Take an element x of P n G%’ - NDN’ of minimal 
order. Then there is a linear character p of N of order p such that p(x) # 1. 
Since TG(p)(x) = 1 # p(x), applying Mackey decomposition theorem to 
TNG(P) IP 3 we have that there isg in G - N such that 
Tsp(W) f 1, where S=PnNg,h=pg-‘Is. (2) 
Let y E (~9) and u E P. If yU E S, then y”9-l E P n GrG’. By the minimality of 
the order of X, we have that y”g-l EN~N’ < Kerp, and so yUEKerX = 
P n (Ker p)g. Hence we show that 
. 
(x”)~ n S C Ker A. (3) 
We now reach the concept of singularities. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let H be a finite group, S a subgroup of H, x a p-element 
of H, and X a linear character of S of order p. We say that (S, A, x) is a ( p-)sin- 
gularity in H provided 
(a) F(h)(x) f 1, and 
(b) (x”)~ n S C Ker X. 
The subgroup S, the linear character X, and the p-element x are called a singular 
subgroup (or simply a singularity), a singular character, and a singular element of 
the singularity (S, X, x), respectively. 
If (S, /\, x) is a p-singularity in a finite group H, then the monomial matrix 
P(x) is conjugate to P @ D by an element of the monomial group of degree 
1 H : S I, where P is a permutation matrix and D is a diagonal matrix such that 
det D # 1. This fact follows easily from the definition of singularities. 
Next, let H be a 2-group and let x be an involution of H. If (S, h, x) is a 
singularity in H, then x acts on the set H/Ker h as an odd permutation. Conversely, 
if K is a subgroup of H and x acts on H/K as an odd permutation, then (S, h, x) 
is a singularity in H, where S is a subgroup of H containing K as a maximal 
subgroup and h is a linear character of S with kernel K. The proofs of these facts 
are also easy. 
At first sight it seems that the above two facts suggest that singularities are 
not rare. But we obtain many informations about singularities which shall be 
show in this section. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let (S, A, x) be a p-singularity in a finite group H. Then the 
followitsg hold: 
(1) For a, b E H, (So, ha-‘, 9) is also a p-singularity in H. 
(2) If N is a normal subgroup of H contained in Ker h, then (S/N, h’, xN) 
is a p-singularity in H/N, where A’ is the linear character of SIN induced by A. 
(3) If P is a Sylow p-subgroup of S, then (P, h Ip , x) is also a p-singularity 
in H. 
(4) If S < R < H, then (R, TR(h), x) is also a p-singularity in H. 
(5) If S < L < H, then there is a conjugate y of x such that (S, A, y) is a 
p-singularity in L. 
(6) If x EL < H, then there is a conjugate R = Sh of S such that (L n R, 
F’ 1 LnR , x) is a p-singularity in L. If moreover H = LS, then (S n L, X [snL , x) 
is a p-singularity in L. 
Proof. (1) and (2) are immediate. 
(3) By Lemma 2.2(4), TH(h Ip)(x) = TH(X)(x)IsEpl # 1. Since (x”)~ n PC 
(x”)~ n S C Ker X, (3) follows directly from the definition. 
(4) By Lemma 2.2(3), T”(T”(X))(x) = TH(X)(x) # 1. Since (x”)H n S _C 
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Ker A, it follows from Corollary 2.3.1 that (x”)H n R C Ker P(h). Thus 
(R, TR(h), X) is a singularity in H, as required. 
(5) Since TH(TL(h))(v) # 1, we have that (x)~ n L $ Ker P(A) by 
Corollary 2.3.1. Since (~9)~ n S c Ker A, we have that (xP)~ n L C Ker P(h) 
by Corollary 2.3.1. Thus there exists an element y of XH n L such that 
P(X)(y) # 1. Clearly, < YP)~ n S C Ker A. Thus (S, A, y) is a singularity in L, 
as required. 
(6) Since (P(A) IL)(x) # 1, it follows from Mackey decomposition 
(Lemma 2.3) that there exists an element h of H such that P(~)(X) # 1, where 
p = Ah-1 iRr,L and R = Sh. Since (A+‘)~~-~ n S n Lb-l _C Ker A, (xP)~ n R n 
L C Ker p. Thus (R n L, p, x) is a singularity in L. When H = LS, we can take 
h=l,sothatp=AjlSnL. Thus (6) holds and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let i7 be a transitivepermutationgroup with the stabilizer S of one 
point and let C be a cyclic group of order p. From the permutation group II, construct 
the wreath product H = C \ R with base subgroup V (g CIR:‘I). Then VS is a 
p-singularity in H r&h singular element contained in V. 
Proof. Let vi , 1 < i < n = / H : s I, be the generators of V permuted by R 
and assume that s fixes v,, . Set S = VS and K = (vr ,..., et,,-,)s, so that 
S = K x (v,). Let X be a linear character of S with kernel K. For any 
x E (v,) = u, 
Thus 
P(X) = n - 1 + A(X), lsH(x) = n. 
(AH - 1.P) lu = (A - 1s) Iu 8 
and so 
Hence TH(h)(v,) = X(v,) # 1. Th is implies that (S, A, v,) is a p-singularity in 
H. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let (S, X, x) be a singularity in a p-group P. Set V = S, , 
K = Ker h and P = P/K, . Assume that x is contained in V. Then P z Z, \ (P/V), 
where the wreath product is constructed by the permutation representation of P/V 
on the set P/S and the base subgroup is V. In particular, V is elementary abelian of 
rank 1 P : S 1 and 7 = ($). 
Proof. We may assume that Kp = 1. Set P* = Z,, \ (P/V) and let V* be the 
base subgroup of P*. Then the induced representation Ap yields a monomorphism 
of P to P*, so we can regard as P < P*. Thus P* = V*P and V < V*. We 
need to show that V = V*. P/V acts transitively on a subset of V* generating 
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Ir*. [I’*, P] is of index p in v*. Since P’(h)(x) = YP*(x’)(x) # 1, where A’ is 
a linear character of V*S which extends A, we have that x $ [V*, P]. Since I/ is 
normal in P*, v* = (xp) < V, as required. (The necessary facts about wreath 
product are found in [13, I. 15 and V. 181). 
In the remainder of this section, we shall further study the properties of 
singularities in p-groups. The first purpose is to characterize p-groups with no 
proper singualr subgroups. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let P be a p-group, M a maximal subgroup of P, h E ii?, K = 
Ker X and u E P - M. Then the following hold: 
(1) Tr(h) IM = A”, where E = 1 + u + ... + up-l, and Tp(X)(u) = X(G). 
For x E Qn,(M mod Kr), Tp(h)(x) = h([x, u; p - 11). 
(2) (sZ,Z,-,)(P mod Kp) < Ker TP(h). 
(3) (M, A, x) is a singularity in Pfor an element x of P sf and only if P/Kp g 
ZP 2 ZP - 
Proof. (1) Since Xp lM = xi AU” and IMP I,,, = pl,, Tp(h) I,+, = ni hUi = 
A”. By Lemma 2.3(2), TP(h)(u) = A(@). If x E QI(M mod Kp), then TP(h)(x) = 
X(x”) = h(X(l-u)P-‘) = h([x, 24; p - I]). 
(2) This follows from (1). 
(3) We may assume that Kp = 1. If (M, A, x) is a singularity in P, then 
by (l), x E M and [x, u; p - l] # 1. By Lemma 3.4, P E Z, 2 Z, . The 
converse follows from Lemma 3.3. Thus (3) is proved. 
DEFINITION 3.6. We say that a p-group P is weakly regular if P has no 
quotient group Z, z Z, . 
Regular p-groups are immediately weakly regular. It is easily proved that a 
p-group P is weakly regular if and only if cl(P/@*(P)) < p, where a*(P) is the 
intersection of all subgroups of P of index at most p’. When p = 2, this is also 
equivalent to the fact that all subgroups of P of index 4 are normal in P. Note 
that for anyp-group P, cl(P/@*(P)) < p and exp(P/@*(P)) < p2. We can now 
characterize p-groups with no proper singularities. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let P be a p-group. Then P has no proper sing&r subgroups if 
and only if P is weakly regular. 
Proof. If P is not weakly regular, then P has a quotient group isomorphic 
to Z, \ Z, . By Lemma 3.3, Z, 1 Z, has a singular subgroup of index p, and so 
does P. Conversely, assume that P has a proper singular subgroup. By Lemma 
3.2(4), P has a singular subgroup of index?. By Lemma 3.5(3), P has a quotient 
group isomorphic to Z, 2 Z, , and so P is not weakly regular. The lemma is 
proved. 
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We shall add some results about singularities in p-groups (particularly 
2-groups). These results will be useful in the proofs and the applications of some 
transfer theorems. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let (S, h, x) be a singularity in a p-group P. Set K = Ker h 
and P = P/Kp . Then the following hold: 
(1) N,(K) = s. 
(2) When p is odd, hp is irreducible. In particular, 1 S I2 > 1 P I. 
(3) Np((x)) is contairzed in a conjugate of S. 
(4) Let Q be a subgroup of P such that [x, y; p - l] E G*(Q) for each 
rEQ. Thm(Q, > x is contained in a conjugate of S. 
(5) s = Z(p) x K and Z(P) is of order p. 
(6) IfNgPandNnS<K,thenN<K,. 
(7) Assume that P is the central product of PI and Pz and that x = x,x, , 
where xi E Pa . Then for some i, (S n Pi , A ISnP, , xi) is a singularity in Pi , 
(S, h, xi) is a singularity in P, and P* < S, where; # i. 
Proof. (1) Suppose false. Then by Lemma 3.2(5), we may assume that K 
is normal in P and S is of indexp in P. Thus we have a contradiction by Lemma 
3.5(3). 
(2) We shall argue by induction on / P : S /. Let M be a maximal subgroup 
of P containing S. Since S is also a singular subgroup in M with singular character 
h by Lemma 3.2(5), AM is irreducible by induction hypothesis. If AP is not 
irreducible, then hp I,,, = pA”. Since p is odd, Tp(h) IM = (det AM)” = 
T”(h)D = 1. By Corollary 2.3.1, S contains a conjugate of x, and so T’(X)(x) = 1, 
a contradiction. Hence Ap is irreducible. By [9, Lemma 4.6.31, hp(1)2 = 1 P : S I2 
divides I P : Z(P)I, proving (2). 
(3) By Lemma 3.2(6), we may assume that P = Np((x)) and Kp = 1. 
By Corollary 2.3.1, x is contained in S. Thus x is of order p, and so x is in Z(P). 
By Lemma 3.4, we have that S = P, as required. 
(4) By Lemma 3.2(6), we may assume that P = (Q, x). Let M be a 
maximal subgroup of P containing S and let p = TM(X). By Lemma 3.5(l), 
TP(h)(x) = Tp&)(x) = ~([x, y;p - 11) # 1, wherey EQ - M. But [x,y;p - l] E 
Q*(Q) < @(M n Q) d Ker p, a contradiction. Thus S = P, as required. 
(5) We may assume that Kp = 1, so that K n Z(P) = 1. By (3), Z(P) < S, 
and so S = K x Z(P), as required. 
(6) We may assume that Kp = 1. If N # 1, then 1 # Z(P) n N < 
S n N < Ker A, a contradiction. 
(7) Since TP(h)(x) = TP(h)(xl) * Tp(h)(x2) # 1, we have that TP(x)(hi) # 1 
for i = 1 or 2. We will show that (xi”)’ n S G Ker A. By (3), we may assume 
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that C,(x) Q S, then x1 , x2 E S. Assume that xjkpu E S for some integer k and 
UEP~. As [PI,P,] = 1, x;” =xjkpU E Ker h for j # i. Since x = xixi and 
xkru E Ker h, we have that xy E Ker X. Hence (xi”)’ n SC Ker X, and so 
(S, h, xi) is a singularity in P. Since Pj is normal in P and Pj < Cp(xi), (3) 
implies that Pj < S. Thus S = (S n Pi) Pi and P = P,S. By Lemma 3.2(6), 
(S n Pi , h lSnPi , Xi) is a singularity in Pi , proving (7). The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let (S, A, x) be a singularity in up-group P with j P : S j = pn. 
Let P = PO > PI > ... > P,, = S be a series such that 1 Pi : Pi+l / = p, and 
let Xi = TPQ)f or each i. Then the following hold: 
(1) Ker hi + Pi+l for each i. If a E Pi - Pi+l and up E @(Pi+l), then 
a E Ker Xi . 
(2) Let a,, E P,, - PI , ai E Ker hi - Pi+1 for i 3 1. De$ne inductively xi , 
0 < i < n, by x,, = x, xi+1 = [xi , ai; p - 11. Then T’(~)(X) = )L(x~) # 1. 
In particular, x $2,(,-,)(P) and cl(P) > n( p - 1). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2(4) and (5), we have that Pi+l is a singularity in Pi with 
singular character hi+r . The statement (1) follows from Lemma 3.5. We shall 
argue the second statement by induction on n. We may assume that n > 1. 
Set Q = Pnml and p = To(h) = h,-, . By Lemma 3.2 (5), (Q, p, x) is also a 
singularity in P. Thus by induction hypothesis, we have that Tp(h)(x) = 
Tp(p)(x) = &,-,) # 1. Lemma 3.5(l) implies that 
I 
WC-l) 
p(Xn4) = X([x,-, , a,, ; p - 11) 
if x,-r # S, 
if x,-rE S. 
Thus we may assume that x,-i $ S. By Lemma 3.4, Q/K, is isomorphic to 
2, \ 2, . Furthermore, x:,-r 4 Ko and aEel E Ko . It follows easily that 
gwl s [x,-~ ,a,-, ; p - 11 mod Ko. 
Hence Tp(h)(x) = p(x,+l) = h(x,), as required. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let (S, X, x) be a singularity in a 2-group P. Let N be a subgroup 
of P normalized by x. Assume that exp(N/N’) < 2”, n > 2, and that all subgroups 
of N of index at most 2”f1 contain N’. Then there is a conjugate T of S such that 
lN:NnTj ~2”. 
Proof. Let K = Ker h. By Lemma 3.2, we may assume that Kp = 1, 
P = N(x) and ] P : S 1 = 2”. Since ] N : N n K 1 < 2a+r, the assumption of 
the lemma implies that N’ < N n Kg P = NS, and so we have that N’ = 
NnK=l.ByLemma3.8(5),NnS=Z(P)and]NnS]=2.ThusN 
is of order 2n+1. Let P = P0 > PI > 1.. > P,, = S be a series of subgroups 
with 1 Pi : Pi+l 1 = 2. Since N is abelian, we have that Ker TPr(h) n N < Pt+l 
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for i > 1. Let Nt = iV n Pi and let Y E 3 be an extension of h INAS (# 1). Then 
1 Ni : N*+r ] = 2. By Lemma 2.2(4) and Lemma 2.3, 
Since I Ari : N n S 1 = 2+* and K n N = 1, this implies that N1 is cyclic of 
order 2” and KervniVr=l. Let M=P,. As exp(N)<2n, Kerv#l. 
Let a be a nontrivial element of Ker v. Then a is in N - M. By Lemma 3.5(l), 
we have 
F(h)(x) = T”(h)([x, a]) = v([x, u])2”-1 # 1. 
Since a E In,(N) 4 P and n > 2, I[x, a]/ < 2’+l. This is a contradiction. 
The lemma is proved. 
COROLLARY 3.10.1. Let (S, A, x) be a singularity in a 2-group P. Let N be a 
normal subgroup of P. Then I N : N n S I < 2 provided that N is abeliun of 
exponent at most 4 or extra-special of order at least 128. 
Remark. We can translate the definition and many results in this section 
by the use of the ordinary transfer (or terms of permutation representations 
ifp = 2). For example, suppose (S, A, x) is a 2-singularity in a finite group H. 
Then V(A)(x) = det(P + lsH)(x) = det IKH(x) # 1, where K = Ker A. Thus 
we have that 
(1) K<S<H,IS:Kl =2,xisa2-elementofH, 
(2) x acts on the set H/K as an odd permutation; 
(3) (x~)~ n S C K. 
Conversely, we may adopt the conditions (l), (2), (3) for the definition of the 
2-singularity. From this definition, we can also derive some results about 2- 
singularities. (But the proofs are more difficult). See a lemma of [19]. 
4. SOME TRANSFER THEOREMS 
The purpose of this section is to prove some transfer theorems by the applica- 
tions of the character-theoretic transfer and the concept of singularities. We shall 
first introduce a notation and a terminology. For H, K < G, Rep(H\G/K) 
denotes a complete set of representatives of (H, K)-double cosets in G. It is not 
uniquely determined by H and K, but we are not probably confused. For S < 
H < G, we say that S is of Sylow type in H (with respect to G) provided that 
any G-conjugate of S contained in H is H-conjugate to S. For example, if S 
is a weakly closed subgroup of a Sylow subgroup of H, then S is of Sylow type 
in H. Now, we shall prepare the following lemma which is a collection of meth- 
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ods in order to prove transfer theorems in this section. The main part of this 
lemma is essentially the rewriting of Wielandt’s method. (See the proof of [13, 
Hilfssatz 4.8.31). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let H be a subgroup of G of index prime top, let P be a p-subgroup 
of H, and let P* be a subgroup of P. Assume that one of the following holds: 
(a) P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G and P n H’ < P* < P n G’. 
(b) P n H”H’ < P” < P n GrG’. 
Then the following hold: 
(1) There exists h E H such that 1 X j = p, TG(X) = 1, P* < Ker X, and 
AI, # 1. 
(2) Let x be an element of P - Ker h such that (x”)~ n H C Ker A. For 
each g E G, set 
Hg=HnHg, A, = x-1 I& * XJ-l I4 , 
P, = P n Hg, h’, = &I IPg - 
Then there exists g E G - H such that (H, , h, , x) and (P, , h,‘, x) arep-singularities 
in H and P respectively. 
Proof. Suppose (a) holds. Then by Tate’s theorem (Lemma 2.5(l)), we have 
that P n HrH’ < Q(P) P* < P n GpC’. Thus it will suffice to show the 
lemma under the assumption (b). Then (1) has been already proved in Lemma 
2.4(3), so we must show (2). By Lemma 2.3 and 2.2(4), we have that 
1 # X(v)-IGzHI . TG(h)(x) 
= J-J TH(X IH,)(+ * TH(hg-’ I&4 
B 
whereg runs over Rep(H\G/H). Thus th ere exists g E G such that Tk(,\,)(x) # 1. 
Clearly, A, is of order p and g E H. Furthermore, (x”)~ n H, = (x”)H n Hg C 
Ker X n (Ker A)g < Ker A, by the assumption about x in this lemma. Hence 
(H, , A,, x) is ap-singularity in H. By Lemma 3.2(6), (P n Ho*, Xi-l IPnH h, x) = 
tPgh 9 xi* t x) is a singularity in P for some h E H. If necessary, replac&g g with 
gh-l, we have that (P,, , X’, , x) is a singularity in P. The lemma is proved. 
Remark. Assume that PG n H = PH (e.g. P is a Sylow p-subgroup of H) 
and that x is an element of P - Ker h of minimal order. Then we have that 
(x”)~ n H C Ker A, that is, such an element x satisfies the assumption of this 
lemma. This fact is frequently used after this. 
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We can now prove some transfer theorems. In the beginning, we shall generalize 
Wielandt’s theorem ([13, IV. 83). 
THEOREM 4.2. If a Sylow p-subgroup P of G is weakly regular, that is, P has 
no quotient group isomorphic to Z, \ Z, , then P n G’ = P n No(P)‘. 
Proof. Suppose false and set H = No(P). By Lemma 4.1(l), there is h E fi 
such that 1 X 1 = p and TG(h) = 1. Let x be an element of P - Ker X of minimal 
order. Then we see that (x”)~ n H C Ker A. Thus by Lemma 4.1(2), there 
exists g E G - H such that P n Hg is singularity in P with singular element x. 
Since g 6 H = No(P), the singularity P n Hg is a proper subgroup of P. But 
this contradicts Lemma 3.7. The theorem is proved. 
The following theorem is a generalization of Hall-Wielandt’s theorem 
([lo, 14.4.21). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G and let Q a P < H < G. 
Assume that Q is of Sylow type in H with respect to G and that [x, y; p - l] E 
@p*(Q) for each x E P and y E Q. Then P n G’ = (P n H’)(P n N,(Q)‘). 
Proof. Suppose false and set N = Nc(Q), P* = (P n H’)(P n N’). By 
Lemma 4.1(l), there is h E fi such that 1 h 1 = p, TG(A) = 1, and P* < Ker A. 
Let x be an element of P - Ker h of minimal order, so that (x”)~ n H C Ker A. 
By Lemma 4.1(2), there exists g E G such that (P, , A’,, x) is a singularity in P, 
where P, and A’, are defined as in Lemma 4.1. By Lemma 3.8(4), Q < P, < He. 
Since Q is of Sylow type in H, g is in HN. But then for each y E P, , y-lgygl 
is in (P n N’) H’ < Ker A. Thus A’, = 1. This is a contradiction. The theo- 
rem is proved. 
COROLLARY 4.3.1. Let Q be a weakly closed subgroup of a Sylow p-subgroup P 
of G. Assume that [x, y; p - l] E G*(Q) for each x E P, y E Q. (This assumption 
is satisfied if cl(Q/@*(Q)) < p - 2). Then P n G’ = P n NC(Q)‘. 
In the following two theorems, we shall study transfer theorems about p- 
subgroups of Sylow type which are not always Sylow subgroups. Note that the 
following theorem is proved without using Lemma 4.1(2). 
THEOREM 4.4. Let H be a subgroup of G of index prime to p and let Q be a 
p-subgroup of H of Sylow type. Let P be a p-subgroup of NH(Q) generated by 
(P n H’)(P n NC(Q)‘) and some elements x’s such that x*, [x, y; p - l] E a*(Q) 
for ally E Q. Then P n GW = (P n HpH’)(P n NC(Q)‘). 
Proof. Suppose false and set N = NC(Q), P* = (P n H’H’)(P n N’). By 
Lemma 4.1(l), there exists h E Z? such that 1 X 1 = p, TGjh) = 1, P* < Ker A, 
and A IP # 1. By the assumption of this lemma, X(x) # 1 for an element x of 
481/52/1-z 
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P such that xp, [x, y; p - l] E G*(Q) for all y E Q. Set X = Q(x). Then 
1 # X(X)+HI . F(X)(x) 
= n TX@‘,)(x), 
wR 
where R = Rep(H\G/X) and for each g E G, 
X, =XnHg, x0 = x-1 I4 * P--l Ix,. 
Thus there exists g E G such that F’@‘,)(x) # 1. Suppose X, = X. Then as Q 
is of Sylow type in H, we have that g is in HN, and so we may assume that g 
is in N. Then for each y E X, y-lgyg-l E (P n N’) H’ < Ker A, so h’,(y) = 
A(y-lgyg-l) = 1, whence A’, = 1, a contradiction. Thus X, < X. Let Y be 
a maximal subgroup of X containing X, and set TV. = TY(h’,). Then Q*(X) < 
(Ker P)~ . By Lemma 3.5(2), we have that 
(Ql-L)(X mod @*GO < (%L)(X mod(Ker 1-44 
< Ker TX(p) = Ker TX@‘,). 
Since e*(Q) < Q*(X), we have that x E (s;1,Z,J(X mod D*(X)), and SO 
TX@‘,)(x) = 1. Th’ IS is a contradiction. Hence the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 4.4.1. Let Q be a weakly closed subgroup of a Sylow p-subg?oup S 
of G. Set 9 = S/@*(Q) and let P be the inverse image of 52,(2,,(D)) Lll(C~(~)) 
in S. Then P n G”G’ = P n NPW, where N = NC(Q). 
The following theorem is a generalization of the focal subgroup theorem. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let H be a subgroup of G of index prime to p and let P be a 
p-subgroup of H of Sylow type such that PC n H = PH. Take elements xl ,..., x,,, 
such that xi is of minimal order in P - (xl ,... , xi-J Q(P) for 1 < i < m and 
P = (x1 ,..., x,J. Set xu = [xi , xj; p - l] for each i, j and set 
K = ((xu)G n P 1 1 Q i, j < m, xij 4 a*(P)>. 
Then P n GW = (P n H*H’)[P, NG(P)]K. 
Proof. Suppose false and let P* be the right side of the statement, so that 
P n H9H’ < P* < P n G9G’. By Lemma 4.1(l), there is h E K such that 
1 h ] = p, TG(A) = 1, P* < Ker A, and X Jp # 1. We can choose a number i 
such that h(xJ # 1 = h(x,) for each j < i. Set x = xi . Let y be an element of 
(~9)~ n H. Then as PC n H = PH, y = zh for some z E P and h E H. Clearly, 
]z] <jxI,andsowehavethat2~((x,,...,xi-l)~P)~Kerh.Thush(z)=1, 
so X(y) = 1. Hence <x”)~ n H C Ker A. We can now apply Lemma 4.1(2), so 
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there is g E G such that (P, , A’, , x) is a singularity in P, where PO and A’,, are 
defined as in Lemma 4.1. Suppose first that P, < P, and let M be a maximal 
subgroup of P containing Pg . Take x, E P - M. By Lemma 3.5(l), we have 
that 
1 # TP(h’g)(x) = PyA’,)( [x, x5; p - 11) 
= Tyx,)(xi$). 
In particular, xii 4 Q*(P). By Corollary 2.3.1, there is y E (xiJM n P, - Ker A’,. 
For some h E H, y’ = Jzgyg-Vz-l E P and X0(y) = h&g-r) = h(y’) # 1. Thus 
y’ E (xi*)o n P - Ker A, and hence y’ E K - Ker A, a contradiction. Thus P = 
P, Q Hg, and so g E HN, where N = NC(P). We may assume that g E N. Since 
x-lgxg-l E [P, N] < Ker A, P’@‘,)(x) = h’,(x) = X(x-lgxg-l) = 1. We obtain 
again a contradiction. The theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 4.5.1. Let H be a subgroup of G of index prime to p and let P be 
a weakly regular p-subgroup of H of Sylow type such that PC n H = PH. Then 
P n GW = (P n HpH’)[P, N,(P)]. 
The following theorem is a generalization of Glauberman’s theorem ([6, 
Theorem 6.11): If A is a strongly closed abelian subgroup of a Sylow p-subgroup 
P of G, then P n G’ = P n N,(A)‘. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G and let Q 4 P < H < G. 
Assume that Q is of Sylow type in H. Set K = (y-lyG n P ) y E Q>. Then 
P n G’ = (P n H’) (P n N,(Q)‘)K. 
Proof. Suppose false. Let P* be the right side of the statement, so that 
P n H’ < P* < P n G’. By Lemma 4.1(l), there is h E H such that 1 X 1 = p, 
TG(h) = 1, and P* < Ker A. For each g E G, we define P, and A’, as in Lemma 
4.1. Furthermore, for each g E G, set Q, = Q n P, and A”, = A’, ) o, . We claim 
that QG n H C Ker A. By Lemma 2.3, 
h-1 G:HI 1 o . TG(X) 1 o = n T&Vg), 
0 
where g runs over Rep(H\G/Q). If g E G and y EQ~, then y-lug-l E KH’ < 
Ker A, and so h”,(y) = h(y-lgyg-l) = 1. Thus A’, = 1 for any g E G. Since 
TG(A) = 1 and 1 G : H 1 is prime top, we have that Q < Ker A. Thus QG n H C 
QKH’ < Ker A, as required. Now, let x be an element of P - Ker h of minimal 
order. Then (x*)~ n H _C Ker A. By Lemma 4.1(2), there is g E G such that 
(PO, X0, x) is a singularity in P. Then Q n P, = Q n HQ 4 Ker A n (Ker A)0 n 
P < Ker A’,. By Lemma 3.8(6), we have that Q < Ker h’, < P, < Hg. Since Q 
is of Sylow type in H, g is in HN, where N = NC(Q). So we may assume that g 
is in N. IfyEP,, then y-lgygl E H n N’ < HpH’(P n N’) < Ker A, and so 
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A’,(y) = A( y-lgyg-l) = 1. Hence h’, = 1. This is a contradiction. The theorem 
is proved. 
This theorem and Theorem 4.5 yield the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 4.6.1. Let P be a Sylowp-subgroup of G and let Q 4 P < H < G. 
Assume that Q is of Sylow type in H and that Q” n H = Q”. Then P n c’ = 
(p n ff’)P n MQYXQ n W. If moreover Q is weakly regular, then P n G’ = 
(P n H’F n NdQ)‘). 
COROLLARY 4.6.2. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G and let Q be a subgroup 
of P. Assume that Q is weakly regular and strongly closed in P. Then P n G’ = 
p n %(&I’. 
Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G and let 9 be a set of pairs (F, IV) where F 
is a subgroup of P and N is a subset of No(F). According to Alperin [l], we say 
that .F is a weak conjugation family (for P in G) provided whenever A and B 
are subsets of P which are conjugate in G, there exist elements (Fi , NJ of F 
and elementsg, E Ni , 1 < i < n, such that 
Ag’“‘g” CF. - 2 9 1 <i<n, 
We say that 9 controls transfer in G provided 
P n G’ = ([F, N] I (F, N) E 9). 
By Alperin’s theorem (e.g. [l, Theorem 4.2]), a weak conjugation family controls 
transfer. Our purpose in the remainder of this section is to find a family which 
controls transfer. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G and let H be a subgroup of G 
containing P. Let 9 be a weak conjugation family for P. Take elements x1 ,..., x, 
of P such that P = (x1 ,..., x,)(P n H’) and xi is an element of P - (x1 ,..., xi-& 
(P n HPH’) of minimal order for each i. Let g* be the set of all elements (F, N) of 
9r where F contains a G-conjugate of a subgroup Q of P which satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(a) Q is a singular subgroup in H with singular element xlc for some k. 
(b) ThereisgEG-HsuchthatQ=PnPg<P,QisaSylowp- 
subgroup of H n Hg, and Op’(No(Q)) is not contained in O,(No(Q))H. 
Then P n G’ = (P n H’)(P n No(P)‘)([F, N] 1 (F, N) E 9*). 
Proof. Suppose false and let P* be the right side of the statement, so that 
P n H’ < P* < P n G’. By Lemma 4.1(l), there is h E 8 such that 1 h j = p, 
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Tc(h) = 1, and P* < Ker X. Choose x = xk such that h(x) # 1 = h&) for 
each j < K. Then we have that (x”)~ n H C Ker h. By Lemma 4.1(2), there 
exists g E G -. H such that (H, , X, , x) is a p-singularity in H, where H, and 
h, are defined as in Lemma 4.1. We may assume that Q = P n PS is a Sylow 
p-subgroup of H n Hg. By Lemma 3.2(3), (Q, h, lo , X) is also a singularity in H. 
Note that if K is a subgroup of H containing Q, TV is a linear character of K of 
order p, and p 1 o = h, 1 o , then Q is a Sylow p-subgroup of K and (K, p, x) is also 
a p-singularity in H. Indeed, by Lemma 2.2(4) and Lemma 3.2(4), we have that 
F(A, lo) = /POI and (K W& lo), ) x is a singularity in H. In particular, 
TK(h, 1 o) # 1, and so 1 K : Q I is prime top. Thus (K, /P:ol, x) and also (K, p, x) 
are singularities in H. 
Suppose Q = P. Then g is in N,(P). But then since [P, NC(P)] < Ker A, 
X, lo = 1. This is a contradiction. Thus Q < P. Set C = O,*(Nc(Q)) and 
suppose PQnN,(Q)<OP’(N,(Q))CHC. Then Q<P”nNG(Q)<iVH(Q)Ct> C. 
By Sylow’s theorem, there is c E C such that Q < PPc n NC(Q) < N&Q). 
Thus Q is a p-subgroup of H n Hgc = H,, , but Q is not a Sylow p-subgroup 
of HBG . As c centralizes Q, X, ] o = X,, ] o . This is a contradiction by the preceding 
paragraph, and hence O@(No(Q)) is not contained in HC. We see that Q satisfies 
the conditions (a) and (b). 
Now, we set R = gQg-l and L = R n Ker X. Let r be an element of R - Ker h. 
Then YL and (rL)s are subsets of P which are conjugate to each other in G. Thus 
there exist (Fi , NJ E 9 and gi E Ni , 1 < i < n, such that 
(YL)~‘“‘~’ 2 Fi ) 1 <i<n, 
(rL)B = (rL)B’, where g’ = g, *+*g,. 
Thus Q=Rg=Ra’<PnPg’ and h’,],=Xb,I,. Thus we have that 
(H,, , h,* , x) is also a p-singularity in H, and so we may assume that g’ = g. 
For every i, Fi contains a conjugate of Q which satisfies the conditions (a) 
and (b) and hence (Fi , Ni), 1 < i < n, belong to %*. For each i, we set 
I 
Since Q < F,f’* < PBS&, each & is well-defined. Clearly, 
h’, II) = fi (&‘A,-,). 
i=l 
Thus P(&,-lhi-,)(x) # 1 for some i. Since (x>PG n H C Ker A, we have that 
<x”)~ n Q C fir (Q n (Ker h)a’f) < Ker()r;l/\t-l), and so (Q, XT’h+l, X) is a 
singularity in H. Let y be an element of (x)~ n Q. Then (h;rh,,)(y) = 
X(zlgizg;‘), where x = g’iyg;-l. Since Q is contained in Fi’c, we have that z is 
in Fi and z-lgisg;’ E [Fi , NJ < Ker X, and so (hF’hi-l)(y) = 1. Hence (x)~ n 
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Q 6 Ker(X;‘hi-,). By C orollary 2.3.1, TH(h;ihi_,)(~) = 1. This is a contradiction. 
The theorem is proved. 
By this theorem, giving a weak conjugation family (e.g. Goldschmidt’s 
family [8]), we get a family which controls transfer. As the finish of this section, 
we shall construct a family which controls transfer by only Alperin’s theorem [l]. 
We need to define some terminology and to prove some easy results. 
Let P be a nontrivial Sylow p-subgroup of G. We say that G is p-isolated (or G 
has a strongly p-embedded subgroup) provided 
G # (N,(A) I 1 # A < P>. 
If G is a 2-isolated group of 2-rank at least 2, then 02’(G/O(G)) is isomorphic 
to L,(q), S,(q), or Us(p), 4 = 2” > 2. This is wellknown as Bender’s theorem. 
So these simple groups are called Bender groups. 
Let B be a Bender group. By Richen’s and Steinberg’s theorem ([14]), the 
following hold: 
(1) B has a unique 2-block of defect 0. 
(2) If N is an irreducible GF(2”)B-module, then dim N < 1 B I2 . 
Let &! be an irreducible GF(2”)B-module belonging to the unique 2-block of 
defect 0. Then there is a GF(2)B-module M such that &? = GF(2”) @ M. The 
module M is called a Steinberg module of B (over GF(2)). Clearly, dim M = 1 B I2 . 
Let St(B) be the semidirect product of the Steinberg module M by the Bender 
group B. The Steinberg module of the Bender group B is constructed as follows: 
Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of B and let q* be the order of T. It is wellknown 
that B has a doubly transitive permutation representation on the set Q = 
(0, I,..., Q*}. Let V be a vector space over GF(2) with basis {wi ] i E sz>. Then B 
acts on V by oib = vi, for i E Q, b E B, and so we obtain a GF(2)N-module V 
of degree q* + 1. Set M = [V, B] = (u,, + vi I 1 < i < q*). It is easy to 
prove that M is an absolutely irreducible GF(2)B-module, so M is isomorphic 
to the Steinberg module. Note that M is isomorphic to GF(2)T as GF(2)T- 
modules, and so the Sylow 2-subgroup M * T of St(B) = M * B is isomorphic 
to 2, \ T, where the wreath product is constructed by the regular permutation 
representation of T. By an easy calculation, we have the first and the second 
cohomology group of T over Mare trivial. By the well-known Gaschiitz theorem 
([lo, Section 15.81 or [13, Section I.16 and 1.17]), we have that any extension of 
B with kernel M is isomorphic to the splitting extension St(B) and that any 
subgroup of St(B) isomorphic to B is conjugate to B by an element of M. The 
Steinberg module of B is also characterized as follows: Let N be an irreducible 
GF(2)B-module such that [N, T, q* - l] # 0. Then N is isomorphic to the 
Steinberg module of B. As GF(2”) @ N is completely reducible, this fact follows 
directly from Richen’s and Steinberg’s theorems. 
By the following lemma, the above-mentioned facts are related with transfer. 
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LEMMA 4.8. Let G be a 2-constrained group with Sylow 2-subgroup S. Set 
F = O,(G), M = No(S), and G = G/@(F). Assume that G/F is a (simple) Bender 
group and that F n G2G’ # F n MaM’. Then there are U, V Q G such that 
F/@(F) = U x V and G/U is isomorphic to St(G/F). 
Proof. We may assume that F is elementary abelian. Set B = G/F. Then F 
can be regarded as a faithful B-module. Let M be the Steinberg module of B. 
Suppose first the B-module F has a composition factor isomorphic to M. The 
Steinberg module belongs to a block of defect 0, and so it is projective and 
injective B-module. Thus there are U, V Q G such that F = U x V and V 
is isomorphic to M as B-modules. In particular, G/U is a extension of B with 
kernel F/U. Hence G/U is isomorphic to St(B). The lemma holds. 
So it will suffice to show that the B-module F has a composition factor iso- 
morphic to M. To prove this fact, we may assume that G is the semidirect 
product of B with kernel F. Let E be a minimal normal subgroup of G contained 
in F n GW’. If E is contained in F n MsM’, then G/E satisfies the assumption 
of this lemma, and so F/E has a composition factor isomorphic to M by induction 
argument. Suppose E is not contained in F n M2M’. By Corollary 4.4.1 or 
[7, Proposition 4.41, we have that E is not contained in Z(G), and so E = [E, B]. 
SetG,,=EBandM,,=MnG,.ThenE=[E,B]=EnG,,2G’,andso 
E n Go2G’o # E n Mo2Mlo. So we may assume that G,, = G and E = F. By 
Lemma 4.1(l), there is hefi such that 1 X 1 =p, TG(h) = 1, and h IF # 1. 
Let x be an element of F - Ker A. By Lemma 4.1(2), there is g E G - M such 
that M n MB is a 2-singularity in M with singular element X. Since B is a 
TI-group, F is a Sylow 2-subgroup of M n Me. Thus by Lemma 3.2(3) and (5), 
F is a singular subgroup in S. By Lemma 3.4, S has a quotient group isomorphic 
to 2, 2 (S/F), and so we have that [F, S; 1 S/F ] - l] # 1. Hence F is isomorphic 
to the Steinberg module of B, as required. The lemma is proved. 
In the following theorem, we find an especial family which controls transfer. 
The present proof of this theorem, which is far simpler than the first one, was 
suggested by a private conversation with Masahiko Miyamoto on his study 
about conjugation families. 
THEOREM 4.9. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G and let H be a subgroup of G 
containing P. Take elements xi, 1 < i < m, of P - HrH’ such that H = 
H”H’<xI ,..., x,) and xi is of minimal order in P - HrH’(x, ,..., xi-J for each i. 
Let 3 be the set of pairs (F, N), where F < P and F < N < No(F), satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(a) N,(F) is a Sylow p-subgroup of No(F); 
(b) No(F)/F is p-isolated; 
(c) F is a Sylow p-subgroup of O,*,(No(F)); 
(d) For any x E N,(F) -F, N = (xN, N,(F)) # NP(F); 
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(e) If S is a section of F such that N = N,(S)F and N,(F) n C,(S) is not 
contained in F, then N = C,(S) N,(F); 
(f) N,(F) is p-constrained; 
(g) F contains a G-conjugate of a singular subgroup Q in H with singular 
elementxkforsomek.P#Q=PnPgf OY some g E G, Q is a Sylow p-subgroup 
of H n Hg, and Op’(No(Q)) is not contained in O,,(N,(Q))H, 
(h) There exists a normal subgroup R of N,(F) such that @(F) < K < F 
and N,(F)/F is isomorphic to Z, { (Np(F)/F), where the wreath product is constructed 
by the regular permutation representation of N,(F)/F and the base subgroup is F/K. 
Furthermore, when m(Np(F)/F) > 1, [F, O,,,(N,(F))] < K. In particular, 
m(W(F)) >, I N,(F) :F I. 
(i) If p = 2 and m(N,(F)/F) > 1, then there are 0, P 4 fl = N/@(F) 
such that F/@(F) = 0 x p, [8, O,,,(n)] = 1, and (~/o)/O(~/ 0) is isomorphic 
to St(N/O,,(N)). Define the equivalence relation N on .9 by (F1 , N1) N (F, , NJ 
if and only if N1 and N, are conjugate in G. Let 9* be the complete system of 
representatives of equivalence classes of F. Then 
P n G’ = (P n H’)[P, N,(P)]([F, N] 1 (F, N) E 9*). 
Proof. Let P* be the right side of the statement. Suppose P n G’ # P*. 
Then P n G%’ # @(P) P* by Lemma 2.5. Take a subgroup F of P such that 
(1) [F, No(F)] is not contained in 0(P) P* and F satisfies the condition (g) 
of this theorem; 
(2) 1 F 1 is maximal subject to (1); 
(3) 1 N,(F)\ is maximal subject to (1) and (2). 
Since there exists a conjugation family for P by Alperin’s theorem, the existence 
of F follows from Theorem 4.7. As [P, No(P)] < P*, F < P. 
We shall first show the following assertion: 
(4) If a subgroup F, of P is conjugate to F, then [F,, , N,(F,)] also is not 
contained in @(P) P*. 
To prove this, we may assume that F,, # F. By Alperin’s theorem, there are 
Ei < P and gi E No(E,), 1 < i < n, such that for each i, 
FgBl”-‘i < Ei and F,B’ . “‘fl, = F 
We may assume that ] Ei j > 1 F,, 1 f or each i. Set D = [F, , N,(F,)]. Then by 
induction argument on n, we have that 
[F, No(F)] C D[D, g,][Dg’, g,] a.. [Dsl*‘*‘+‘-l, gn] 
Z [F, , NGV?JI<[E,~ NdJG)I I 1 < i < n>- 
Since 1 Ei 1 > 1 F 1 for each i, the maximality of the order of F implies that 
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[Ei , N,(Q)] < G(P) P* for each i. Thus [Pa, No(F,,)] is not contained in 
Q(P) P*, proving (4). Now, applying the statement (4), we shall show that F 
satisfies the condition (a) of this theorem. Take a subgroup F, of P such that F, 
is conjugate toFand NP(FO)is a Sylowp-subgroup of N,(F,). Then themaximality 
of the order of N,(F) and (4) implies that N,(F) is a Sylow p-subgroup of N,(F), 
that is, (a) holds, as required. After this, we set T = N,(F) and L = N,(F). 
Next, we set 
M=(N,(E)IF<E< T). 
Then we have that 
By (1) and (2), if F < E < T, then [E, N,(E)] < 0(P) P*. Thus [F, M] < 
@p(P) P*, and so M is a proper subgroup of L. In particular, L/F is p-isolated, and 
hence F satisfies (b). Now, take a subgroup N of L such that 
(5) T<NandL=MN, 
(6) 1 N 1 is minimal subject to (5). 
Suppose (F, N) E 9. Then there is (F, , NJ E 9* such that (F, N) - 
V’o , No). As O,(N) = F, we have that F and F,, are conjugate. By the statement 
(4)9 PO , NdFJI is not contained in D(P) P*. Thus we may assume that F = F, . 
Then N = N,,g for some g EL. We may assume that g E M. Thus 
F, Nl = [F, N,lg 
C [F, &IF’, No , gl 
C P? NoIF, Ml. 
By the definition of P*, [F, N,,] < P*. By the preceding paragraph, [F, M] < 
Q(P) P*. Thus [F, N] < Q(P) P*, a contradiction, and hence (F, N) does not 
belong to .9. 
We shall investigate whether (F, N) satisfies each of the conditions (a)-(i) of 
this theorem. If E is a Sylow p-subgroup of O,*,(L), then L = O,(L) N,(E) by 
the Frattini argument. Thus [F, N,(F)] < [E, N,(E)]. By the condition (2), 
that is, the maximality of the order of F, we have that E = F, and so (F, N) 
satisfies the condition (c). Let x be an element of T -F and set K = (xN, F), 
E = K n T. Since K is normal in N, we have that E is a Sylow p-subgroup of K 
and so N = N,.,(E)K. Since F < E < T, we have that N,(E) < M, and so 
L = MK. By the minimality of the order of N, N = KT. Hence (F, N) satisfies 
(d). Let S be a section of F such that N = N,(S)F and C,(S) is not contained 
in F. Let x be an element of C,(S) - F. Then (xN, F) < C,(S)F < N. Thus 
(d) yields that N = C,(S)T, and so (F, N) satisfies (e). Suppose C,(F) is not 
contained in F, then (e) yields that N = C,(F)T, so [F, N] < P’, a contradic- 
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tion. Thus C,(F) < F, that is, L is p-constrained, so (F, N) satisfies (f). It is 
already show that (F, N) satisfies (a), (b) and (g). We shall finally prove that 
(F, N) satisfies furthermore (h) and (i). Note that F is a Sylow p-subgroup of 
M n Mu for each g EL - M. In particular, F is a Sylow p-subgroup of MN . 
(This notation is found in Section 1 and 3). Let R be a Hall $-subgroup of MN , 
so that ML = MN = RF and L = N,(R)F. Set F* = F n Q(P) P*. Set 
m = M/[F, M]. Then p = F/[F, M] < Z(M). Thus by Corollary 4.5.1 
P n EPiv’ = F n Q(T), and SO F n M2M’ = [F, M](F n O(T)). Thus F n 
M2M’ < F*. On the other hand, [F, N] is not contained in F*. Set afresh 
- -, -- E = L/[F, R] @(F)R. Then P n M”M f P* and [F, N] is not contained in F* 
- --I Thus F nIX’ # F n MzM L By Lemma 4.1(l), there is a linear character X 
of M such that 1 h j = p, TL(h) = 1, and X IF # 1. Let x be an element of 
F - Ker X. Then by Lemma 4.1 (2), there is g E E - ic;2; such that ii3 n zf is a 
p-singularity in H with singular element x. Since P is a Sylow p-subgroup of 
m n Ma, it follows from Lemma 3.2(3) and (5) that P is a singularity in F. By 
--. 
Lemma 3.4, there is a normal subgroup K of T such that T/K 1s isomorphic -- 
to Z, \ (T/F), w h ere the wreath product is constructed by the regular permuta- -- -- 
tion representation of T/F and the base subgroup is F/K. Let K be the inverse 
image of R in T. Then the first statement of (h) holds. Suppose m(T/F) > 1. 
Then R is a Hall p’-subgroup of O,,*(L) and so [F, O,,*(L)] < K. This com- -- 
pletes the proof of (h). Finally assume that p = 2 and m( T/F) > 1. Then N/F -- 
is a Bender group. Set I= % n w. Then J = N,(T) and F* & F n WN’ # -- 
P n J”J’ < fii*. By Lemma 4.8, we have that there are U, V,, 4 m such that 
- -. -- 
F = i7 x v0 and N/U 1s isomorphic to St(N/F). Let U and I’, be the inverse 
images of D and V0 respectively in F. ThenF = UV, and U n V,, = [F, R]@(F). 
Set V = V,, n C,(R) c?(F). Then F = UV and U n V = D(F). Since N = 
N,(R)F, U and V are normal in N. For any subgroup X of L, we set X = 
X@(F)/@(F). Then we have that #, P Q m, F = 0 x r, and [r, R] = 1. It -- -- 
is easily proved that N/U and N/F are isomorphic to (fl/s)/O(m/m and 
N/O,,(N), respectively. Thus (i) holds. Hence (F, N) satisfies the conditions 
(a)-(i) of this theorem, that is, (F, N) E g. This is a contradiction. The theorem 
is proved. 
Remark. Goldschmidt’s family [8] satisfies the conditions (a)-(e). The 
family which satisfies furthermore (a)-(f) is a weak conjugation family. A com- 
plete set of representatives of w-equivalence classes of the family of pairs 
satisfying (a)-(e) is also a conjugation family. This is proved by the same method 
as that used in [8]. 
5. TRANSFER AND FUSION OF ~-ELEMENTS 
If we know the structure of a Sylow 2-subgroup of a finite group G and fusion 
of 2-elements, we can decide by the focal subgroup theorem whether G has a 
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normal subgroup of index 2. We are more interested in the converse question, 
which we treat in this section. The method (and also the results of course) in 
the preceding section are effective against this question. For example, one of the 
refinements of Thompson’s transfer lemma is given as follows: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let P be a ,Sylow 2-subgroup of G and M a maximal subgroup 
of P. Let x be an element of P n G’ - M such that (x2jG n P C M. (This condition 
is satis$ed if x is of minimal order in P n G’ - M). Then there is an element g of G 
suclr that x E MO and P n Pg is a singular subgroup in P with singular elmt x. 
Proof. Let h be a linear character of P with kernel M. For each g in G, we set 
Then by the Mackey decomposition, 
1 = T’V)(x) = n: Tp(Mx), 
9 
where g runs over a complete set of representatives of (P, P)-double cosets in G. 
Suppose first that Tp(Ag)(x) = 1 f or each g E G - N, where N = No(P). As 
1 N : P 1 is odd, there is g E,N such that h(gxg-l) = 1, and so x E Mu. So in this 
case, the statement of the theorem holds immediately. We may now assume that 
Tp(A,)(x) # 1 for some g E G - N.SetS=PnPgandK=Kerh,.Bythe 
assumption on x, (x~)~ n Pg _C P n Mg = K. Thus (S, h, , x) is a singularity 
in P. Let R be a subgroup of P which contains S as a maximal subgroup. By 
Lemma 3.2(5), (S, AS , xU) is a singularity in R for some u E P. By Lemma 3.5 
and 3.6, R/K, is dihedral of order 8 and x” is in S - R’K, . Thus x*r E K for 
some Y E R. Set h = gr-k-l. Then (P n Ph, &, x) is a singularity in P and 
x E P n Mh, as required. The theorem is proved. 
The reason why we give the prime 2 special treatement in the transfer theory 
is not only the necessity for applications. Remember the definition of the charac- 
ter-theoretic transfers. It was defined by 
THG(0) = det(dG - e(l) lHG) 
for H < G and 0 E ch(H). But then we know that the character-theoretic 
transfer abandons the information for det lHG. Since the values of det lHG are fl, 
it is useless to consider det lHG in the study G/G’(p) except for p = 2. In fact, 
there are some results about transfer and fusion which can never be proved by 
the ordinary and character-theoretic transfers. 
For H < G, x E G and a normal subset K of H, we set 
u(x, K) = u,~(x, K) = 1 c,(x)1 * 1 Xc f3 K l/j HI. 
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Then u(x, K) is an integer. Indeed, if xc n K = z,i xiB, then 
dx, K, = T I cG(xd) : cH(xi)l* 
Note that if B E ch(H) and xc n H = xi x/, then 
eG(x> = c / cG(xi> : cH(x,)l e(xd* 
j 
LEMMA 5.2. Let x be an element of G of order 2” and x a character of G. Set 
yi = x2”-* and a, = x(yJ for 0 < i < n. Assume that ai is rational for every i. 
Then the following hold: 
(1) x(1) = a,(mod 2n-i+1), 0 < i < n. 
(2) IfxisinG’,then 
(2” - 1) x(l) = f 2i-1ai (mod 2*+l). 
i-1 
Proof. (1) We may assume that G is a cyclic group generated by x and that x 
is faithful. Since x is rational, we have that x = pG or pG - pCIK, where K = 
0(G) and po is the regular character of G. Then (1) is immediate. 
(2) Set H = (x) and 8 = x IH . Let h be a faithful linear character 
of H. Then 
e = C (e, hi) hi. 
i 
Since His contained in G’, we have that det 0 = 1, and so 
1 = n jptu9 = A’, 
1 
where r = (8, C ihi). 
* 
Thus r - 0 (mod 2”). Since 0 is rational, 
r = (8, C iki) = (8, C (2” - i) hi) 
= 2ye, PH - lH) - r. 
Thus (0, PH) = (0, 1H) (mod 2). (2) f 11 o ows easily from this. The lemma is 
proved. 
COROLLARY 5.2.1. Let t be an involution of G’ and x a character of G. Then 
x(l) = x(t) (mod4). 
We can now prove the main theorem in this section. 
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THEOREM 5.3. Suppose K 4 H < G, x E G, 1 x 1 = 2”, and H/K is a 
cyclic 29OUp. Set yi = X2+', 0 < i < n, and L = sZi (H mod K). Assume that 
(x>” n H CL. Then the following hold: 
(1) uHG( yi , H) = 1 G : H 1 (mod 2”-i+1), 
uHG(y, , K) = 1 G : H 1 (mod 29, 
uHG(yi, H - K) = 0 (mod 29,O < i < n. 
(2) If x is in G’, then 
f 2i%,o(y, , H) = (2n - 1) 1 G : H 1 (mod 2”+l), 
i=l 
i 2i-luHG(yi , K) FZ (2n - 1) 1 G : H 1 (mod 29, 
i=l 
gl 2i-1uHG(yi , H - K) = 0 (mod 2”). 
Proof. Let X be a linear character of H with kernel K, Then Xo is rational on 
{x) and 
OH’ = U(Y, 9 Q + u(Yi 8 H - K) = u(Yi 3 H), 
A’( yi) = u( yi , K) - u( yi 9 H - K). 
Thus the theorem follows from Lemma 5.2. 
Note that if one of the following conditions holds, then (x)o n H CL: 
(4 x is an involution: 
(b) 1 H : K 1 < 2, that is, H = L; 
(c) (x”>~ n H C K. (Then a(yi , H - K) = 0 for i < n); 
(d) x is an element of H - K of minimal order. 
When n = 1, this theorem yields the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 5.3.1. Suppose K 4 H < G, t is an involution of G, and H/K 
is a cyclic 2-group. Then the following hold: 
(1) uHG(t, H) z 1 G : H 1 (mod 2). 
(2) If t is in G’, then 
uHG(t, H) 3 1 G : H I (mod 4) 
uHG(t, K) EZ I G : H I (mod 2) 
uHc(t, H - K) = 0 (mod 2). 
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COROLLARY 5.3.2. Suppose H is a subgroup of G of odd index, K is a normal 
subgroup of H with factor group H/K which is a cyclic 2-group, and x is a 2-element 
of G’. Assume that (x2)” n G C K. (This assumption holds if x is an element of 
H - K of minimal order). Then K contains a conjugate XI of x such that 
I CGWI2 = I G(x’h . If f urt h ermore x E H - K and 1 C,(X)/~ = 1 C,(X)/~, 
then there is a conjugate x” of x such that x + x” in H, x” E H - K and j C,(x)j, = 
I CH(X~)I2 . 
Proof. Assume that x is of order 2”. Set yi = x~“-~ for 0 < i < n. 
By the assumption, u(yi , H - K) = 0 for i < n. Thus u(x, H - K) is even 
by Theorem 5.3(2). S ince / G : H I is odd, we have that / G : H I = O(X, H) = 
U(X, K) + U(X, H - K) = u(x, K) = 1 (mod 2). Assume xc n K = xi xiH. 
Then u(x, K) = Ci / CG(xi) : C,(x,)l. Thus I C&x,) : C,(x,)I is odd for some i, 
and SO I cG(xi)12 = I CH(Xi)I2 -H ence the first statement is proved. Assume that 
xGn(H- K) =&yiH. Then u(x, H - K) = Cj I Co(yi) : C,(y,)l. Since 
u(x, H - K) is even, the remainder of the statement holds. The proof is com- 
plete. 
This corollary is also proved by Schiefelbusch [15]. This is a generalization 
of Thompson’s transfer lemma and Harada’s transfer lemma [l I]. The following 
is a generalization of Hunt’s method ([12, Lemma 31). 
COROLLARY 5.3.3. Let t be an involution of G and Ha subgroup of G. 
(1) If qrG(t, H) is odd, then 1 G : H 1 is also odd. 
(2) If t is in G’ and uHG(t, H) = 2 (mod 4), then ] G : H I2 = 2. 
(3) If t is in G’ and uuG(t, H) = 0 (mod 4), then 1 G : H I2 > 4. 
Proof. This follows easily from Corollary 5.3.1. 
COROLLARY 5.3.4. Suppose H is a subgroup of G of odd index, K is a normal 
subgroup of H such that H/K is an abelian 2-group of ranh 2, and x is a 2-element 
of G’. Assume that (X2jG n H _C K. Take hi E H, 0 < i < 3, h, = 1 such that 
&(H mod K) = h,K + h,K $ h,K $ 4K. Then one of the following holds: 
(1) K contains a conjugate x0 of x such that 1 Co(x0)12 = 1 C,(x,)l, . 
(2) There are xi, 1 < i < 3, such that x - X$ E h$K and ( CG(X,)I~ = 
I C&42 * 
Proof. Set si = uHG(x, hiK). By Theorem 5.3, we have that si + si is even 
for1 <i<j<3ands,+s1+s2+saisodd.Thuss,+s~isoddforeach 
i > 1. If s, is odd, then (1) holds. If so is even, then si is odd for each i > 1, 
and so (2) holds. The proof is complete. 
There is another method to decide whether an element of a finite group G 
is contained in GW. As an example, we prove on trial the following result 
which is an easy corollary of Theorem 5.3. 
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COROLLARY 53.5. Let H be a subgroup of G and x an element of GW. 
Assume that 1 G : H I2 = 1 x 1 = 2” # 1. Then (x)” n H # 1. 
Proof. Suppose false. We consider the permutation representation of (x) 
on G/H. Then x acts semiregularly on G/H, and so x is represented as the 
product of 1 G : H l/I x 1 cyclic permutations of length 2”. Thus x is represented 
as an odd permutation. This contradicts to the fact that x is in G2G’. The proof 
is complete. 
This method is primitive, but combining with Tate’s theorem, we ought to be 
able to prove most of transfer theorems in this paper in the case where p = 2. 
For example, an alternate proof of Theorem 4.2 is found in [19]. 
We shall finish this section by applying the orthogonal relations. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let x be an element of G’ of order 2” 3 2 which is conjugate 
to its inverse. Set Yi = Q,((x)) for each i. Then 
1 G 1 + ‘f 2i-1 1 NG(Yi)I E 0 (mod 22n+2). 
i-l 
Proof. Set X = (x), yi = x2”-’ for each i. Let A be a linear character of X 
of order 2n. Set v = xi i,V, where the index i runs 1 to 2” - 1. If x is an 
irreducible character of G, then x Ix = xi h Ix, Ai) Ai. Since X < G’, we have 
that 
1 = &t x Ix = n hi(xlxJ’) 
8 
Thus (x lx, V) = (x, v”) = 0 (mod 2”) f or any irreducible character x of G. It 
follows from an easy calculation that 
; (x Ix 9 4” = (F (x Ix 3 4 x Ix, v) 
= (c lx, v”) x Ix t v) 
x 
= (vG Ix, 4, 
where x runs over all irreducible characters of G. Thus we have that 
(# Ix , V) = 0 (mod 22”). 
Since x N x-1, vo = i;o. Thus 
((v + GIG Ix Y v + C) z 0 (mod 22n+2). 
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We see that Y + V = 2%(px - I,), where px is the regular character of X. 
Furthermore, pxG = po and IxG(y,) = 1 Nc( YJ : X 1 for each i. From these 
and an easy calculation, this theorem follows. 
Remark. When n = 1,2, the theorem yields that 
I G I + I C&)l = 0 (mod 1% 
I G I + I G(+‘)l + 2 I NG(W)l = 0 (mod 64). 
The second congruency holds even if x + 2-l. Besides see Example 6.12 and 
6.13, In general if H < G, then we obtain congruencies between the orders of 
the centralizers of 2-elements of H in G modulo 1 H 1: . But we need the character 
table of H. 
6. EXAMPLES 
In this section, we give some examples and the outlines of their proofs. 
EXAMPLE 6.1 (compare with [4]). S pp u ose G has a Sylow p-subgroup P of 
maximal class and p is odd. Then the following hold: 
(1) IfP*&,?Z,, thenPnG’ = PnNo(P)‘. 
(2) If P z Z, \ Z, , then P n G’ = P n No(J)‘, where J is a unique 
elementary abelian subgroup of P of rank p. 
Proof. When P is isomorphic to Z, 2 Z, , the statement follows from Corol- 
lary 4.3.1. In the contrary case, we can show that P is weakly regular, and so (1) 
follows directly from Theorem 4.2. 
EXAMPLE 6.2 (see [18, Theorem 10.11). Let p and q be distinct primes, p odd. 
Assume that all p-local subgroups of G are p-constrained and that G is of p-rank 
at least 3. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G and let Q be a maximal P-invariant 
q-subgroup of G. Then P n G’ = P n NG(Q)‘. 
Proof. By Thompson’s transitivity theorem ([9, Theorem 8.5.31) an element 
A of SCN,(P) is of Sylow type in No(Q) with respect to G and No(A) = 
@L(A) n No(Q)) O,VU4). Th us we have that P n No(A)’ < P n No(Q)‘. 
The statement follows from Theorem 4.3. 
EXAMPLE 6.3. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G, p > 5, and let M be a 
subgroup of G containing No(P). Assume that m,(M n Me) < 2 or 1 M n MB I”, <
IPjforeverygEG-M.ThenPnG’=PnM’. 
Proof. Let g be an element of G - M such that Q = P n Pg is a Sylow 
p-subgroup of M n MQ and Q is a p-singular subgroup in M. By Blackburn’s 
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theorem ([13, Satz 111.12.4]), ) Q I2 < 1 P ) or ) Q/@(Q)\ < 9. But we have a 
a contradiction by Lemma 3.8(2), Lemma 3.7, etc. Now the statement follows 
from Theorem 4.7. 
EXAMPLE 6.4. Let G be a p-solvable group with abelian Hall p-subgroup and 
let S be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Then the following hold: 
(1) If S is weakly regular, then G is of p-length 1. 
(2) If N is a normal subgroup of S such that cl(N/@*(N)) < p - 2, then 
N is contained in O,*,(G). 
Proof. We may assume that O,(G) = 1 and that Op’(G) = G. Then 
N,(S) = S, so (1) follows from Theorem 4.2. In case (2), we may further 
assume that S = O,(G)N. Then N is of Sylow type in S. By Theorem 4.3, 
G has a normal p-complement, proving (2). 
EXAMPLE 6.5. If G has a Sylow 2-subgroup S of class 2, then S n G’ = 
W, N,(F)1 I F < 4 I S : F I G 2). 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.9 and Theorem 4.9. 
EXAMPLE 6.6. Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G and let E be a weakly closed 
extraspecial subgroup of P. Set N = No(E). Then the following hold: 
(1) If E is not dihedral, then E n GzG’ = En NW. 
(2) If E is strongly closed in P and not dihedral, then P n G’ = P n N’. 
(3) If I E I > 128 and 1 E : En PQ 1 # 2 for each g E G, then P n G’ = 
PnN'. 
Proof. If E is not dihedral, then E is weakly regular. Thus (1) and (2) follow 
from Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.6.2, respectively. If 1 E 1 > 128, then all 
subgroups of E of index 8 are normal. By Corollary 3.10.1, we have that for 
any singular subgroup S in P, ] E : E n S ) < 2. Thus (3) follows from 
Theorem 4.9 or Theorem 4.7 or Lemma 4.1. The proof is completed. 
Remark. Under the assumption of this example, if 1 E 1 > 32, then 
En G’ = E n N’. But to prove this fact, we need to improve Lemma 
3.5(2), Lemma 4.1(l) and Theorem 4.4. As a corollary of (3) of this example, 
we have the following result. Let z be an involution of G and let P be a Sylow 
2-subgroup of Co(z). Suppose E = O,(Co( z )) is extraspecial of order at least 128, 
Co(E) < E, and zG n E = {z}. Then P n G’ = P n H’. The proof is omitted, 
for it is beside the point of this paper. Finally, note that under the assumption 
of (3) of this example, zG n E = {z}, where z is an involution of E’. 
We shall next study the finite groups with Sylow p-subgroup of type 
481/52/1-3 
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SL(n + 1, q), where q is a power of p. Let C be the root system of type A,, with 
the fundamental roots oli , 1 < i < n, and the Dynkin diagram: 
Then C+, the set of positive roots, is 
Letqbeapowerofaprimep.Foreachrootol=ori+~~~+~,~,,1 <;<j< 
n + 1, and t E F, , let x,(t) be the matrix 1 + teij of SL(n + 1, q), where eii is 
the elementary matrix with (i, j)-coefficient 1 and other coefficients 0. Set 
Xt = Mt) I t EF,)> CZE~, and x=(X,/ar~C+). Let ol=c++*.*+or,. 
and /3 = ale + ... + 01~ be positive roots and let t, II EF, . Then 
x&> x,(u) = x,(t + u), 
I 
Xa+sW if K=j+l, 
kx(O, %@41 = s+e(-t4 if i=Z+l, 
1 if a+p#Z+ 
For each i, we set Xt = (X, 1 C+, OL = CQ). It is well known that the family 
{(xt, NG(Xd)) 1 i = 1, . . . . n} in G = SL(n + 1, q) is a conjugation family for 
the Sylow p-subgroup X of G. Now about other finite groups with Sylow 
p-subgroups isomorphic to X? This is probably a difficult problem. But it is 
very easy to find a family which controls transfer. We shall first decide whether X 
is weakly regular. 
EXAMPLE 6.7. The Sylow p-subgroup X of SL(n + 1, q), q = pm, is weakly 
regular except for the case q = 2. 
Proof. It will suffice to show the following: 
(1) If q is not prime, then D*(X) = X’, and 
(2) If q is prime, then G*(X) = [X, X, x]. For each i and t EF~, we set 
xi(t) = x,(t), Xi = X, ,rd(t) = x6(t), Yr = X0 , zr(t) = x,(t), 2, = X,, , where 
01 = g ) p = or, + CQ+~ , y = at + ai+l + cyi+$ . Let M be any maximal 
subgroup of X. Assume first that q is not prime. We may assume that n > 2. 
There is a nontrivial element ui in X, n M for each i. Suppose Yt is not con- 
tained in M’ for some i. By the commutators relations of generators {xJt)}, 
we have that [ai , Xi+l] = [cz~+I ,X5] = Yi . Set U = X,X,,,Y, . Then U 
is isomorphic to a Sylow p-subgroup of SL(3, q). Since Yr # [ui , U n M] = 
[a( , Xi( U n M)] < M’, we have that X5+, Q X,( U n M) = U n XiM, and so 
Xi < M. Interchanging i with i + 1, we have similarly that Xi, < M. This is 
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a contradiction. Hence M’ = X’ = 0(X). This implies that Q*(X) = Q(X), 
as required. Assume next that 4 is prime. We may assume that n > 3. Set V = 
XiXi+~X~+sY~Y~+iZ~ . Then V is isomorphic to a Sylow p-subgroup of SL(4,q). 
Suppose Zi is not contained in M’ for some i. Then as Zi is the center of V and 
Zi is of order p, we have that M n V is abelian. But then M n V < C,( V’) = 
Xp+IV’, a contradiction. Hence Zi < M’ for each i, and so [X, X, X] < M’. 
Thus [X, X, X] < a*(X). Since @(X*) = [X, X, Xl (Yj ] j # i, i - l}, we 
conclude that [X, X, x] = Q*(X). The proof is completed. 
This example show that any transfer theorem is not useful at all when we 
study finite groups with Sylow p-subgroups isomorphic to X except the case 
4 = 2. In case Q = 2, the result differs extremely from the weakly regular case. 
EXAMPLE 6.8. If G has a Sylow 2-subgroup X of type SL(n + 1,2), n # 3, 
then 
X n G’ = ([Xi, N,(X”)] 1 i = l,..., n). 
Proof. Set xi = 3c,*(l), 1 < i < n. Then xi’s are involutions and generate X. 
Let S be a singular subgroup in X with singular element x1. for some i. We claim 
that S > X3-l n Xi+l 4 X. By Lemma 3.8(3), we may assume that S contains 
C,(xJ. Set d = {a EC+ 1 01-t c+ EC+}. Then C,(x,) = (X, ] a EC+ - A) and 
E = (X, 1 01 E d) is an elementary abelian normal subgroup of X. By Corollary 
3.10.1, S contains C,(x,)[E, C,(xJ] = Xi-l n Xi+l, as required. Without 
proof, we refer to the fact that X and (xi-ixi+i , Xi-l n X”+l), 1 < i < n, 
have no nontrivial automorphisms of odd order. Let F be a proper subgroup of X 
such that No(F is 2-isolated, N,(F) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of No(F) and F 
contains a conjugate of a singular subgroup in X with singular element xi for some 
i. Then we have that F = Xi-l or X i+l. The statement follows from Theorem 4.9. 
Remark. We shall use the notation as the above. By this example, we can 
easily prove that if it = 4 and G has no subgroup of index 2, then N,(E)/ 
O(N,(E))E is isomorphic to GL(3,2), where E is an extra-special subgroup of X 
of order 128. When tt = 3, X has an automorphism of order 3, and for the 
reason, the result of this example does not hold. But for example, it is similarly 
proved that if G has no subgroup of index 2, then G contains a 2-local subgroup 
iV such that N/O(N) is isomorphic to St(Ls(4)) or the semidirect product of Zss 
by W). 
We shall consider the case where G is a subgroup of SL(n + 1,2). Let wi, 
1 < i < n, be the reflection for oli . Set I = {l,..., n}. Since q = 2, we can 
regard the Weyl group W = (wi ] i E I) as a subgroup of SL(n + 1, 2). For 
each ] C I, we set W, = (wj ] j E J). Then G = XW,X for some J- We can 
prove that G has no subgroup of index 2 if and only of {i + 1, i - 1 E I I i E j} = 
I. In particular, G contains at least about a half generators of W. 
EXAWLE 6.9. Let G be a doubly transitive permutations group with the 
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stabilizer H of one point. Let t be an involution of G - H and set K = H n Ht. 
Assume that G is perfect. Then 
exp(H/H’[K, t]) 1 1 G : H [. 
Proof. Let h be a linear character of H of which kernel contains [K, t]. 
Since G = H + HtH, we have that TC(X) In = h * Tn(h, jK) = X . Tn(X IK) = 
XIo:HI. Thus the order of X divides 1 G : H /. The statement follows directly 
from this. 
EXAMPLE 6.10 (Chabot [3]). Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Assume 
that P’ is cyclic and G has no subgroup of index 2. Let Q be a Hall 2’-subgroup 
of N,(P) and set C = C,(Q), D = [P, Q]. Then C and D are both weakly closed 
in P and N,(D) has no subgroup of index 2. Furthermore, one of the following 
holds: 
(1) P < No(P)’ and cl(P) < 2. 
(2) P = CD, [C, D] = 1, 1 C n D 1 < 2, cl(D) < 2, and C is generalized 
quaternion. 
(3) P = C x D, D’ = 1, and C is dihedral, semidihedral, or wreathed. 
Proof. Let X be a 2-constrained and core-free group whose Sylow 2-sub- 
group P has a cyclic commutator group. Then the following hold: 
(1) Assume that X is 2-closed. Let Q be a Hall 2’-subgroup of X and set 
C = C,(Q), D = [P, Q]. Then P = CD, [C, D] = 1 and D’ < Z(P). 
(2) Assume that X is not 2-closed and that X has no proper normal sub- 
group of odd index. Then X/d,(X) is isomorphic to Ss , the symmetric group 
of degree 3, and P n 02(X) is quaternion or homocyclic of rank 2. 
We will omit the proof, as it is easy and does not relate to the purpose of this 
paper. 
Now, we begin the proof of this example. We shall argue by induction on the 
order of G. By (I), we have that 
(3) P = CD, [C, D] = 1, and cl(D) < 2. 
By Alperin’s theorem [l] and (2), we have that 
(4) C and D are both weakly closed in P. 
So we may assume that if P < H < G, then O*(H) < H. By Lemma 3.8(7) and 
Theorem 4.9, we have that P = (P n NC(C)‘) (P n N,(D)‘). Since NC(C) = 
C,(C)C, P n NC(C)’ = C’D < N,(D)‘. Thus No(D) has no subgroup of 
index 2. So we may assume that 
(5) No(P) has a normal 2-complement, that is, P = C. 
Suppose there is an involution x in Z(P) - P’. Then there is a normal subgroup 
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K of P such that P/K is cyclic and x E P - K. By Corollary 5.3.2, there is a 
conjugate z’ of s such that I’ E Z(P) - K and z‘ # z. This contradicts (5). 
Thus we have that 
(6) Z(P) is cyclic. 
By (2), (6) and Example 6.5, if cl(P) < 2, then P is dihedral. Thus we may 
assume that 
(7) cl(P) 2 3. 
Let g be the family of all proper subgroups F of P such that N,(F) is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(F) and N,(F) is 2-constrained. By Alperin’s theorem 
or Theorem 4.9, we have that P is generated by subgroups [F, 02’(NG(F))]; 
FE 9. Let F E 9 and set N = 02’(NG(F)). Then N/O,s,(N) is isomorphic to 5’s 
by (2). Let R be a Hall 2’-subgroup of N. Suppose first j[F, R]I > 16. Then 
[F, R] is homocyclic of rank 2, F = C,(R) x [F, R] and G$(P’) < [F, R]. 
Thus F is a unique maximal abelian subgroup of N,,(F), and so F = [F, R] Q P 
by (6). Hence P is wreathed. In this case, the desired conclusion holds. Suppose 
I[F, R]I < 8. Set 2 = s2,(P’). Then [F, R] < G$(P mod 2). We may assume 
that this condition holds for each F and R as the above. Then we have that 
(8) P/Z = WV), where 2 = QJP’) = sZ,(Z(P)). In particular, 
P’ = Q(P). 
Let m = m(P/P’) and r = m@,(P) P’/P’). Let x1 ,..., x, be involutions of P 
which generate Ql(P) P’ with P’. Let x7+r ,..., x, be elements of P such that 
~~~~Z,r<i<m,andP=(x, ,..., x,,,). We will show that each xi inverts P’. 
It follows from Lemma 4.1 or Theorem 4.7 or Theorem 5.1 that there is 
g E G - N,(P) such that S = P n PO is a singular subgroup in P with singular 
element xi . Let h be the singular character of the singular subgroup S. Set 
K = Ker h, P = P/K,, , x = xi . Then (S, h, x) is a singularity in P. Since 
x E SP’ Q P and P’ is cyclic, Lemma 3.4 yields that M = SP’ is of index 2 in P. 
Set p = TM(h). Then for u E P - M, 1 # V(X)(x) = T+)(x) = I(L([x, u]). 
As [x, u] E P’ Q M = SP’, ,u([x, u]) = (TM(h) Ip*)([x, u]) = TP’(h IsnP*)([x, u]) = 
h([x, U] I”:pl). Since SF is elementary, j S n 15’ 1 = 2. Since 1 M : S I < 1 [x, u]] < 
2 j ic3 : S I = I P’ 1, we have that P’ = ([x, u]). Thus x inverts P’, since 
x2 E Z(P). Hence we have the following: 
(9) 1 P : C,(P’)I = 2 and any involution of P - P’ inverts P’. 
From (7) and (9), we have that Ql(Cp(P’)) < @p(P) = P’, and so C,(P’) is 
cyclic. Thus I P : P’ I = 4, and hence P is dihedral, semidihedral, or generalized 
quaternion. The proof is complete. 
EXAMPLE 6.11. Let T be the 2-group defined as follows: Di = (xt , yi I xf” = 
yi2 = (xiyJ2 = 1) for i = 1,2, and T = (Dl x D2)(t), where t2 = 1 and xrt = 
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62 9 Yl t = ya . Thus T is isomorphic to D2n+l 12, . Assume that G has a Sylow 
Z-subgroup T and that 71 > 3. Set z1 = x7-l for i = 1,2. Set 
Then the family s = {(Fi , 02’(N,(Fi))) 1 i = 0, 1,2} controls transfer. If 
furthermore G has no subgroup of index 2, then N&i’,) has no normal 2-com- 
plement for each i. 
Proof. T is generated by three involutions t, yr , yrx, . Let S be a singular 
subgroup in T of which singular element x is t, yr or yrx, . If x = yr or yrx, , 
then a conjugate of S contains C,(x) = FI or Fz . If x = t, then a conjugate of S 
contains CT(t) = (x1 xa , yr ys , t). Since Z(T) < @(C,(t)), a conjugate of S 
contains CT(t mod Z(T)) = F,, . Hence a conjugate of S contains Fs , FI or F, . 
For each i, if Fi < F < T, then F is of Sylow type in T with respect to G and 
F has no nontrivial automorphism of odd order unless F = Fi . Thus by 
Theorem 4.9, 9 controls transfer. The remainder follows from the fact that 
[ i’Vo(F,) :F%Co(F,)I = 2 or 6. 
Remark. T is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of PSL(4, q), q E 3 (mod 4). 
The family 9 controls furthermore fusion of 2-elements. The similar results often 
hold in the case where T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of simple groups of Lie type of 
odd characteristic. 
EXAMPLE 6.12. Let t be an invohtim of G’ such that 1 Co(t)& < 8.’ Then 
I G 12 = I Cc(t)lz . 
Proof. This is a trivial corollary of Theorem 5.4. But we prove once more. 
By the orthogonal relation, 
/ G 1 + 1 cG@)i = c (x(l) - x(t))", 
where x ranges over all irreducible characters of G. Thus by Corollary 5.2.1, 
we have that 
1 G 1 -I- 1 cc(t)1 = 0 (mod 16). 
The statement follows directly from this. 
EXAMPLE 6.13. Let D be a dihedral subgroup of G’ of order 8. Take insolu- 
tions a, b, z ED such that (ab)2 = x. Assume that x N a + b in G. Then one 
of the following holds: 
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(a) g2 = 32, ~(2)~ = 32, c(b)2 > 16, ~(ub)~ = 16; 
(b) gz 2 64, c(z)2 = 32, c(b)2 2 16, c(&)~ = 8; 
(c) isa 2 f&442 >, 6% ~(42 2 16, c(d), b 16, 
where g, = 1 G I2 , ~(39~ = 1 CG(x)12 for each x ED. 
Proof. Set g = 1 G I and C(X) = 1 C,(x)1 for x E D. Then for any linear 
character X of D, 
h’(1) = g/8, Xc(z) = c(z)(l + 2/\(u))/& 
AC(b) = c(6) h(b)/& P(ab) = c(d) @Q/4. 
By Lemma 5.2, we have that 
ho(l) f P(Z) Z P(b) (mod 4), 
ho(l) z Xc(&) (mod 2), 
3XG(l) = X”(Z) + WG(ub) (mod 8). 
The statement follows from these congruences. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In his paper [ 1, Section 61, Alperin expected further relations between fusion 
and transfer. This paper will give the answer to a part of his question. Many 
problems about transfer are still left. For example, the method in this paper 
is not useful for the problem about functors which controls transfer. There is 
room for improvement in Theorem 4.9. It is left to the readers to prove theorems 
in Section 4 by the ordinary transfer (without using it if p = 2). The essential 
means is prepared in Schifelbusch’s papers [15, 161. Let consider the charac- 
terization problem of simple groups with a given Sylow 2-subgroup. First, the 
consideration of transfer is not useful to characterize simple groups with weakly 
regular Sylow 2-subgroups (Theorem 4.2). It is useful for characterizations of 
sporadic groups and simple groups of Lie type over a small fields of characteristic 
two. (See Example 6.7 and 6.8). The largeness of the order of a Sylow 2-subgroup 
is not a big impediment to determine the singularities and to apply Theorem 4.9. 
Finally, the consideration of transfer is probably very important to characterize 
simple groups of Lie type of odd characteristic. One of the reasons is that families 
which control transfer control also fusion probably. As examples, see Examples 
6.10 and 6.11. But for the present, Theorem 4.9 is not yet so convenient. 
The interesting description about transfer is found in the book [20] of Isaacs. 
See Chapters 6 and 8. 
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